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CORRIGENDA

Volume 205, December 1963
Page 1109: Max J. Seijffers, Harry L. Segal, and Leon L. Miller. “Separation of pepsin I, pepsin II A, pepsin II B, and pepsin III from gastric mucosa.” Title in abstract, in issue table of contents, and in volume table of contents printed in error as title of companion paper which begins on page 1106. Should read the same as above title.

Page 1106: Max J. Seijffers, Harry L. Segal, and Leon L. Miller. “Separation of pepsinogen I, pepsinogen II, and pepsinogen III from human gastric mucosa.” Title in abstract, in issue table of contents, and in volume table of contents printed in error as title of companion paper which begins on page 1109. Should read the same as above title.

Volume 206, May 1964
Page 1143: Footnotes 3 and 4 for authors Paul Gordon and Stephen P. Sniderman, respectively, should be transposed to read, for Paul Gordon: Fellow of the MEDRA Foundation. Present address: Dept. of Pharmacology, Chicago Medical School, Chicago 12, Ill. For Stephen P. Sniderman: Trainee in Metabolism under National Institutes of Health Training Grant 2A-5071. Present address: University of Michigan Hospital, Ann Arbor, Mich.